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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following statements are FALSE regarding
sensitivity analysis?
A. Sensitivity analysis examines how variation and uncertainty
of individual project element impacts of project objective,
assuming all other project elements re varied concurrently
B. A tornado diagram is a display of sensitivity analysis
C. Sensitivity analysis helps determine which risks have the
most potential impact on the project
D. None of the choices are correct
E. Sensitivity analysis is useful for determining the relative
importance of variables that have a high degree of uncertainty
to those that have lower uncertainty
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
If a host experiences intermittent issues that relate to
congestion within a network while remaining connected, what
could cause congestion on this LAN?
A. half-duplex operation
B. broadcast storms
C. network segmentation
D. multicasting
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
A broadcast storm can consume sufficient network resources so
as to render the network unable to transport normal traffic.

NEW QUESTION: 3

You need to ensure that 10 new room mailboxes automatically
accept meeting requests.
Which cmdlet should you run?
A. SetMailboxAutoReplyConfiguration
B. SetMailboxCalendarConfiguration
C. SetCalendarProcessing
D. SetCalendarNotification
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Set-CalendarProcessing -Identity "Conf 212" -AutomateProcessing
AutoAccept
-DeleteComments $true -AddOrganizerToSubject $true
-AllowConflicts $false
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd335046.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 4
The left describes the types of cables, while the right
describes the purposes of the cables. Drag the items on the
left to the proper locations. (Not all items can be used.)
Select and Place:
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
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